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Location:

Job ID: HRC0097024

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 0-1 year

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0097024
www.infineon.com/jobs

Technician Maintenance

Job description
Ensure highest 5S condition performance in Main fab 1 & fab 2 staging room

In your new role you will: 

Ensure highest 5S condition performance in Main fab 1 & fab 2 staging room

Ensure highest production quality and ad hence to the company 5S & Greenline

Acquires job skills and learns company policies and procedures to complete 
routine tasks, always keeping safety and quality protocols in mind

Maintains a rigid service schedule, as directed on a daily basis

Learn to utilize time effectively, demonstrate accuracy and thoroughness in your 
work for a quality product that will meet, if not exceed, production standards

Perform assigned work and maintain a safe and clean working environment by 
complying with all safety procedures and company policies

Provide daily support within a CRE Work request via i-share, environment 
(Monthly particle which includes, but is not limited to, maintaining and servicing 
small equipment tool and the environment that it is placed in

Employees will be responsible for activities in production area(s) to meet goals, 
quality, and cost objectives

Assists supervisor to ensure overall operational success is achieved

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

Engineering or any related application sciences educational background

Hands on job oriented

Work in 12 hours shift

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 
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